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Abstract 

Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) projects (or pro-
grammes) can have various entry points. The predomi-
nant entry point is Application Modernization. Now, 
even with that in common, the approaches to achieve an 
SOA and to use its benefits can be very different. 

This paper presents two contrasting approaches by using 
real examples, two large, on-going projects/programmes: 
direct SOA migration (process/code-driven) vs. data-
services based SOA preparation (information-driven). 

Commonalities and differences of the two approaches are 
described with the intention to provide guidance for those 
who need to decide about their SOA journey ahead. 

 

1. Enterprise SOA Transformation  
In the Gartner Hype Cycle, SOA is traversing the ‘slope 
of enlightenment’ and will be on the ‘plateau of produc-
tivity’ in the next few years. So the time of large-scale 
SOA technology adoption has just started.  

Those companies that have early accepted SOA in its es-
sence – a business-driven IT architecture with (business) 
services as its major concept – are well positioned in their 
SOA roll-out on enterprise level. 

SOA has turned out as both an accelerator and benefici-
ary of Enterprise Architecture (EA). As no real-life SOA 
project (in the author’s experience) has been run beside 
the existing architecture, SOA projects typically imple-
ment steps in the EA Roadmap. They are part of the en-
terprise transition (for both business and IT) and provide 
and require additional aspects of reference architecture 
and governance.  

As a consequence, most SOA projects perform an archi-
tecture migration [1] and thus require reengineering 
methods for an efficient accomplishment.  

In the following, we will provide overviews of two such 
large reengineering projects and discuss their similarities 
and differences. 

 

2. Project A:  
Process-centered SOA Migration  

This example is an SOA programme, consisting of a 
number of single SOA projects in a defined struc-
ture. The organization runs several million lines of 
code of PL/I, some Assembler programs and a 
growing number of Java programs mostly for their 
internet channel. Data management is largely rela-
tional (DB2) and to some extent file-based. Batch 
jobs are structured with job control (JCL) proce-
dures.  

This SOA programme aims at building a flexible 
and efficient application landscape to provide supe-
rior customer service quality and confidence.  

To implement the programme, a multi-year plan was 
written, with a base project defining the business ar-
chitecture and a set of parallel migration projects 
(mostly application clusters) to build the aligned IT 
architecture. The programme includes the externali-
zation and enhancement of the business processes 
currently buried in the PL/I landscape. It also in-
cludes a componentization approach both on the 
business and the IT side: business components 
(grouping business capabilities) and IT components 
(identifying reusable functionality and candidates 
for services).  

Such a huge project in a complex application envi-
ronment can only be successful with a suitable de-
velopment method and its roll-out and rigorous use 
in all project teams. 

Cornerstones of the method are: 

• Business architecture is defined centrally in the 
SOA Programme, based on both Business Com-
ponents (leading) and Business Processes, mod-
eled with suitable tools.  

• Services are identified, specified and imple-
mented with SOMA, importing business archi-
tecture models. The existing development 



method is altered and extended to cater for these 
needs. 

• Functional components are identified with the Exist-
ing Asset Analysis in SOMA, backed up by source 
code analysis using an internal tool. 
For the project purposes, the tool provides parsers for 
(at least) PL/I, Assembler, and embedded SQL. 

By now, the method definition and tools guidance has 
been validated in a proof-of-concept and two initial SOA 
projects. The large remainder of the SOA journey re-
quires a consequent programme and project management 
to achieve the Enterprise transformation benefits. 

 

3. Project B:  
Information-centered SOA Preparation 

This project aims at enhancing and ensuring data quality 
for application modernization, providing an improved ba-
sis for SOA transformation. The company strives to reen-
gineer its master data management (MDM) processes, fo-
cusing on person/customer data, and to provide a com-
plete and consistent view on each person it deals with 
(single customers, parties, prospects etc. including their 
relationships).  
At present, master customer information is spread among 
a number of applications, each holding pieces of the 
‘puzzle’, in a grown landscape with IMS and DB2 data 
management and COBOL and Assembler application 
code. Grown applications often have data quality issues 
like missing standards for address fields (e.g. phone 
number, street), space-optimized field lengths, redefined 
(misused) fields, non-centrally defined types or value 
domains, and data duplicates. 

Fig. 1:  Management of Master Information 

MDM projects are typically performed using a soft-
ware product for managing the master data in a pre-
defined (and adaptable) data model for the relevant 
domain(s): person/party, product, account, etc. [2]. 
In this case, IBM InfoSphere MDM Server is used. 
The data is held in a relational database but access is 
only permitted via services (on several levels).  
This helps in the keeping up the achieved data qual-
ity. To cleanse and transform the legacy data for the 
MDM system, IBM InfoSphere Information Server 
is used in this project. Production turn-over of the 
new MDM system is planned as a ‘big bang’, with 
the known risk and intensive pre-migration work 
and testing. 
The new MDM system puts the company in a supe-
rior position for rapidly implementing new legal or 
business requirements, and for managing potential 
mergers or acquisitions, the (customer) data being 
the most important asset. 
  

4. Conclusions 
SOA projects can be rather different and intellectu-
ally challenging. Enterprise SOA transformations 
typically take several years, with the intermediary 
stages already providing benefit (flexibility, cost re-
duction). Data cleansing and MDM projects most 
probably turn out as a wise start of the SOA jour-
ney. 
Strong method definition, guidance, tooling, and 
project management are imperative in such complex 
transformations.  
In particular, reengineering tools (source analysis, 
componentization, data analysis and transformation) 
are required to accomplish the transformation eco-
nomically with the required quality. Some of the re-
search topics arising from such projects are men-
tioned in [3]. 
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